
SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

                                                         HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2019-2020) 

CLASS III 

IMPORTANT NOTE  

 Children are required to do their Holiday Homework subject wise as per the instructions given by their 

subject teachers.  

ENGLISH 

 Collect 5 pictures and describe about it in one sentence. 

  Learn any two poem/rhyme from your course book (Wow English). 

 Read different English short stories and learn any one of your choice.  

 Read the passage and answer the following questions:- 

o Burr! It is getting cold. Bear needs to get ready for winter. First, he eats a lot. Next, he finds a 

den. Then, he fills the den with leaves, so he will stay warm. Last, he eats even more! Is Bear 

ready for winter? Yes, he is. Winter is here. 

 

o Qi. What does Bear need to do? 

o Qii. How does Bear get ready for winter? 

o Qiii. Write two naming words from the passage. 

 

 Prepare 5-6 lines on ‘My Teacher’ or ‘My School’ for assessment activity after vacation. 

 Write a poem with the help of given rhyming words, give title of the same and draw a picture of the 

same. (clear-here, snow-grow, beautiful-colorful , bees-trees) 

MATHS 

 Make a wall clock using Roman Numerals. 

 Do Practice sheets given on page 29 and 127 in Textbook. 

 Do NCERT workbook Chapter 1 & 2 itself. 

 Learn the tables from 2 to 15 (Prepare for Dodging Tables). 

 Make a mask of an animal using different mathematical shapes, paper folding and cutting. 

 Revise the entire chapters done in the month of April and May. 

EVS 

 Collect leaves of any three trees, shrubs, herbs, climbers, and creepers, dry and paste them in your 

Scrap book. 

 Make a poster on “My Favorite Drink” (Water) and write how to save it in your scrap book. 

 Prepare a beautiful pot using clay. 

 Draw a picture with the help of thumb print in your scrapbook.  

 Visit any Historical place in Delhi or anywhere in India and make a Picture Travelogue.  

 Revise all the chapters done in the month of April and May. 

 



 

 

COMPUTER 

 

 Spend at least an hour twice a week on the computer system and practice the following activities 

mentioned on Pg. No. 27, 38, and 87. 

 Collect and Paste Pictures of Icons you have on your computer and categories them as Default Icon 

and Other Icons. ( use Colored A4 Sheets) 

  Collect and Paste at least 10 pictures of (each) Input / Output and Storage Device in scrap book. (Pg. 

No. 15 and 54) 

 

ART 

 Make a Newspaper Scenery in your Art File Pg. No. 15 

 Make any Two Birds or Animal in your Art File Pg. No. 18 

 Make a Solar System using Spray techniques in your Art File Pg. No. 36 

 Make an Owl using Paper Cutout And paste in your Art File Pg. No. 41 

 Complete Pg. No. 12 in your art book. 

 

 

 

 


